History of original corner establishment:

Corner was established in August of 1982 by the General Land Office.

Description of corner evidence found:

Original 8" hemlock stump for the ¼ corner mkd ¼ S on NW face from which:

- A 24" hemlock brs N14W 8.9 ft; original face healed over; newer face with CS¼ scribed; tag good
- A 24" hemlock brs N73½W 5.2 ft; face cut out & scribing visible; tag good

Also found a 2½' stake with 4 sets of notches on one side.

Description of monument and accessories I established to perpetuate the original location of this corner:

Set a 30" iron pipe with brass cap mkd T 3 S R 10 W

\[ \frac{7}{18} \] W.C.

as witness to the true corner 4.9 ft due west.
Placed 2½ ft stake along side brass cap.
Placed one 6' steel post south of original corner with F.S. boundary sign facing east. Painted red band around each BT.
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